Raising the Bar on High Availability
Persistent Storage Manager™
&
Windows 2000 Server Appliance Kit
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INTRODUCTION
Your company has either decided to deploy NAS (Network Attached Storage)
Appliances or add additional NAS Appliances…why else would you be reading
this?
The obvious purpose of a Whitepaper like this is to help the reader obtain a level
of familarility with the technology being presented. One important fact to
remember – in the end, it is not about the technology.
Industry standard, Persistent Storage Manager (PSM) creates hundreds of pointin-time snapshots, provides instant data recovery and does it all with tools
network users are already acquainted with, thus eliminating the learning curve.
That is not what is important – we are just one of a suite of strategies Network
Architects will use to assure data availability. Again – it is not about
technology...it’s about the impact of applied technology in action! In other
words, it’s all about availability. It's about knowing that, when you call 911, all
systems are in place and your emergency is responded to. It's about going to the
auto parts store to replace the gas cap you forgot to put back on your spouse’s car
and knowing their computer will figure out which gas cap you need. It's about
ordering a critical item online, specifying overnite delivery and having the
doorbell ring at 8:05 the next morning, while promising yourself that you won’t
forget your anniversary next year.
If High Availability is a stated objective, then PSM is a requirement for your
environment. If you expect to maintain any portion of a mission-critical
infrastructure on NAS, PSM will be one of your requirements.
Industry analysts predict that, by 2003, the average NAS Appliance will be one
Terabyte (TB). Restoring one Terabyte from tape backup will take 8 days.
Using PSM to recover from all but the most catastrophic failure –– INSTANTLY
–– or, in a worst-case scenario, minutes.
How many companies could survive being down 8 days? Silly question!!
Without an aggressive Data Protection scheme in place, users with a Terabyte of
active data need to ask the question and face the reality. The increasing
reliability of hardware has lulled many into a false sense of security. Those who
have done the proper risk analysis are migrating toward fault-tolerant, missioncritical environments.

Mission-critical Architecture
Network Architects design mission-critical networks with redundant arrays of
redundant systems – all working to eliminate any single point of failure. The
basics in any mission-critical design include:
Redundant Power Sources – power feeds from multiple grids
approaching the facility from different directions feeding into redundant
UPS systems backed by redundant auxiliary power generating systems.
HVAC – heating and cooling systems with backup systems, powered by
the auxiliary generating systems and capable of meeting 150% of peak
demand.
Redundant Carrier Feeds – Telco and Internet circuits from multiple
suppliers entering the facility from opposing faces through hardened
buried conduit and provisioned from different central offices.
Redundant, fully-meshed routers & switches – Telco and Internet
hardware redundant and capable of maintaining 100% of the load and
feeding into two separate internal networks.
Redundant servers - each server complete with redundant NICs
(Network Interface Cards) with live connections and each capable of
carrying 100% of the load.
RAID Storage – internally redundant drives lower increased MTBF and
eliminate downtime from single drive failure.
Redundant RAID – significantly increases MTBF and eliminates single
point of failure presented by the raid controller.
Ability to recover from error condition – with every possible step taken
to eliminate power / environmental / network / hardware problems, the
ability to recover from software errors is the final step. This is where
PSM’s snapshot capability delivers.
Mission-critical Architecture is a pyramid with each strategy depending upon the
reliability of the predecessor and culminating with PSM as the final link in the
reliability chain.
Network Administrators seeking to create a fault-tolerant environment need to
include PSM-based NAS in the solution. Budget constrained Network
Administrators looking to maximize system availability can make more impact
per dollar invested with the addition of PSM-based NAS storage. Only PSM can
ameliorate problems caused by any or all of the strategies shown below PSM on
the pyramid.
FACT: The single greatest cause of data loss is BOE (Bonzo Operator Error) –
accidental deletion or overwrites by the end user.
No fully redundant design, no amount of prevention will prevent BOEs. The
same is true of Virus or Hacker Attack –- just as you finish closing all the
loopholes and backdoors, the evil virus elves or hackers have found a new way to
make an Administrator’s life hectic.

`

The ONLY way to prepare for that which you cannot prepare
a
for is by having the ability to restore INSTANTLY
This is what PSM is about!
No matter what happens – get back to work INSTANTLY! Take the time to
figure out what happened later. With PSM, uniquely, you have that ability.
Instant recovery through the use of the Persistent True Images and because
PSM’s snapshots persist, you can go back and look at the details at another time.
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CLASSES OF DATA STORAGE
There are three ways to store data on a network:
1. DAS –– Direct Attached Storage
2. NAS –– Network Attached Storage
3. SAN –– Storage Area Network
Direct Attached Storage (DAS)
It is generally accepted that, at this time, in excess of 90% of all storage devices
on a network, individual disk drives, JBODs and/or RAIDs are directly attached
to the client computers on the network.
In one sense it's simple and efficient – the
storage is where it is needed and it reduces
traffic on the network. But as data densities
continue to rise for the individual clients on
the network, issues of Data Protection come
into play. How do you backup hundreds of
desktop drives/JBODs/RAIDs? Consider this
– 60GB is the average-size hard drive
shipping in the upper midrange desktop
computers.
Storage requirements are never equal for all
users. 80% of your users use less than half of
the available storage on their computers. The
remaining 20% seem to have the ability to
consume whatever you throw at them.

Network Attached Storage (NAS)
At its core NAS is storage added directly to the
network, not to the fileserver but as a node just
like any of the clients. An early objection to
NAS implementation focused on network
performance –– this was at a time when most
enterprises were operating with a 10 Mbps LAN.
Enterprise networks today are running at a
minimum 100 Base-T with the implementation
and adoption of Gigabit Ethernet accelerating
rapidly. 100 Base T’s transfer rate of 12 Mbps
may occasionally present a performance issue
for NAS users but the 128 Mbps transfer rate of
Gigabit Ethernet should not present problems for
the most active network.
Chief benefits of NAS Appliances:
−

Dedicated servers optimized to handle
data

−

Data sharing between heterogeneous Clients

−

Support for multiple file formats

o CIFS (Common Internet File System) Storage –– standard
developed by Microsoft and IBMUnix
o

Macintosh

−

Centralization of data reduces management costs

−

Based on Industry Standards

−

Simple installation and ongoing management

Storage Area Network (SAN)
Defining and describing SANs and
the SAN market is not as easy as
NAS.
SAN evolved from the
storage industry where standards
have been weak; therefore, SAN
implementations
are
not
standardized. Instead of putting the
storage directly on the network, as
with
NAS
Appliances,
the
emerging SAN concept puts a
network in between the storage
subsystems and the server (as seen
by the illustration to the left). This
means that SAN actually adds
network latency to the DAS storage
model.
The Columbia Data Products’ (CDP) view of SAN is that NAS Appliances and
clusters of NAS Appliances perform equally on a SAN or LAN.

The long-term vision for SAN is based on interoperability among heterogeneous
servers and storage products, which has always been a benchmark for NAS
Appliances.
According to SAN developers, future benefits from SAN
implementation are (all are currently available in/with NAS):
−

LAN and server-free backup

−

Storage resource pooling/sharing

−

Easy storage resource management

−

Data sharing

−

Interoperability of heterogeneous servers and storage

The SAN initiative is a loose configuration of vendors attempting to promulgate
the weak standards of the past while talking about bringing the benefits of
networking to storage architecture.
NAS Market Today
Network Appliance™ is credited with bringing the first NAS Appliance to the
broad market in 1995 with their NetApp Filers™. More recently, the NAS
Market has been dominated by Snap™. By the strictest definition of NAS –
Network Attached Storage –– Snap and Network Appliance share the same
product classification, but the comparison stops there.
Snap provides a storage device that attaches to a network while Network
Appliance provides Appliances that attach to networks AND add significant
value, including snapshot capabilities.
Persistent Storage Manager provides functionality similar to Network Appliance.
The combination of PSM and the SA Kit give developers the ability to bring
competitively priced NAS Appliances to market with a robust feature set.
Developers choose the market in which they wish to compete – at the low end,
with single processor CPU and inexpensive drives, or at the middle or high end,
with multi-processors and arrays of extremely fast drives.
The low end of the NAS Market is today dominated by Snap who has made
public statements projecting sales of 70,000 units in 2001. Surprisingly there are
fewer than a dozen major players at the low end of the market.
Network Appliance has dominated the high end of the market. IBM’s
TotalStorage Group has released products that are challenging Network
Appliance’s stranglehold on the top spot and storage giant EMC has designs on
the top spot in the high end NAS market.
The largest growth market recently has been in the middle ground by companies
releasing NAS Appliances feature-rich with capacity and performance. Dell,
Compaq, Hitachi, NEC and Maxtor are just a few delivering a family of NAS
Appliances.
In the middle and high end of the NAS market, PSM’s Feature Set is quickly
becoming the benchmark. The key difference between the low end and the
medium/high end has been that PSM Feature Set which has been absent from
entry-level NAS Appliances. That is now changing as multiple developers are
readying products for release based on the PSM/SA Kit.
We believe that, over the next 18 months, the base PSM Feature set will be the
minimum purchasing requirement for the majority of Network Administrators

implementing NAS Appliances. NAS Appliances without snapshot capabilities
will be restricted to the consumer market.
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PERSISTENT STORAGE MANAGER FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW
Persistent Storage Manager, the industry standard for Windows 2000, delivers
INSTANT data recovery from hundreds of online Persistent TrueImages.
Persistent TrueImage, what’s in a name?
Persistent – Persistent TrueImages survive accidental or intentional
reboots, file corruption, and system crashes and are highly resistant to
virus attack. PTIs even Persist through a revert.
TrueImage – PTIs are based on CDP’s TrueImage Technology; we
manage data at the block level of the device even though we present files
and folders to the users.
Persistent TrueImages present a completely different way to keep things running.
Instead of looking to a tape drive or other near-line storage device to “restore”,
which takes time and requires a reboot, you select the appropriate PTI load and
run it. You have the capability of running from the PTI, copying the PTI
(remember you are using Windows Explorer to access the PTIs so Drag ‘n Drop
is fair game) or, in more serious situations, you “revert” to an earlier PTI.
Network administrators traditionally spend a significant amount of time
responding to their user community by loading tapes and looking for the elusive
deleted file. PSM gives the Administrator the ability to let the end users retrieve
their own files. The PTIs look just like the volume they are working on day-today and the tools are the same tools they use daily. Security is not an issue in
having end users retrieve their own files because the rights and privileges remain
in effect as they were when the PTI was created.
An important differentiator between PSM and other product in the marketplace is
the Persistence after revert. This capability is important for a number of reasons.
In the event of Virus attack, the system administrator can revert to a PTI and,
should it be discovered that an earlier PTI was needed, the ability to go there is
retained.
PSM can be used to create a parallel environment for
hardware/software compatibility.

PSM Management
Administration of Persistent Storage Manager is accomplished through the
Microsoft Server Appliance Kit:

Additionally full management capability is available from the command line.
PTI Attributes
PTIs may be
Read Only
Read/Write
Always Keep
By default PTIs are created as “read only” which prohibits any modification to
the PTI.
NAS Administrators have the ability to set any PTI as Read/Write – allowing
modifications to that PTI; the subsequent changes to the modified PTI are
Persistent. Returning a PTI from Read/Write to Read Only resets the PTI to its
original condition – as it was at the time that the image was created.
Additionally, there is a weighting system that sets the priority of the PTI. This
weighting determines the order by which PTIs will be deleted by PSM.
PTI creation is an activity that either may be scheduled or be initiated at any
time. A Library of PTIs is kept on the same volume and presented as files and
folders looking exactly the same as the original volume. Access to the Persistent
TrueImages is through a browser, reducing the impact of additional training.
PTI Versatility
There are multiple ways to use Persistent TrueImages. The NAS Administrator
and end users who have been granted access to the PTI Libraries (PSM Virtual
Volumes) use standard tools like Microsoft’s Windows Explorer to access PTIs.
The directory structure presented to users by PSM is the identical structure in
existence at the time the PTI was created.
NOTE: Security at the time of PTI creation remains in effect.
Individual File/Folder Acquisition or Inspection
Full access to individual files, folders and volumes is presented to the
qualified user. In the case of an end user searching for a deleted/list file, the
user has the ability to traverse as many PTIs as they choose in search of the

correct file(s). When the file is located, it is a simple “drag and drop”
procedure, facilitated by Explorer.
The functionality remains the same no matter what the purpose of the archive
search –– an internal forensics examination, locating the origin of a viral
attack, or the NAS Administrator researching utilization metrics.
In a mission-critical environment, NAS administrators may specify certain
key files as Read/Write and, in the event of file corruption or deletion of the
main file, operational recovery may be accomplished faster by loading and
running from the file in the PTI.
Folder/Volume Recovery
The options are very much the same for folder/volume recovery as the
File/Folder recovery above with the addition of the ability to revert the
volume (see the following for “Revert”).
Revert to PTI
The most drastic form of recovery with PSM is REVERT.
Revert will copy all of the volume data, including system data, to the original
drive.
Non-Recovery Applications
The primary non-recovery activity for PSM is viewing past files and
volumes, an activity that a NAS Administrator has been able to perform with
tape backup but which the time constraints made unreasonable to perform.
Backing up a PTI versus backing up the live NAS Volume eliminates the
Open File issue. PSM is based on the same TrueImage Technology as OTM,
the industry-leading Open File Manager used by backup developers,
including Veritas, in NetBackup and Backup Exec. Backup or restoration
processes having data access through a PTI have a lower process priority
than the normal read and write operations.
During periods of heavy client utilization, PSM will limit the tape-backup
access to the PTI to minimize impact on users.
The non-recovery applications center around PSM’s ability to present an
identical functional copy of the live production environment for a NAS
Administrator to use as needed without fear of jeopardizing the existing
production environment.
PSM allows creation of a read-write copy of the working environment which
is totally separate, yet identical. This functionality is advantageous in
providing a test environment for prototyping or compatibility testing. In the
testing environment, PSM’s UNDO feature is particularly helpful to
programmers working to debug live databases. Changes can be tested and, if
unsuccessful, the programmer can select UNDO, make changes and try
again. All of this activity runs concurrent to the production system with no
affect on the production system.
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PERSISTENT STORAGE MANAGER OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW
Persistent Storage Manager for NAS runs with the Windows 2000 Server
Appliance Kit and operates below the file system as a storage filter class driver,
intercepting all writes to the NAS volume.
Complete specifications are
contained in Appendix I at the end of this document.
Creating PTI
Creation of Persistent TrueImages is scheduled through the SA Kit interface or
may be generated by the NAS Administrator as a one-time request. The PSM
schedules created in the SA Kit are managed by the Windows Task Manager.
When the command to create a PTI is issued, PSM begins monitoring the file
system looking for a quiescent period. The default quiescent duration is five
seconds but this can be configured by the NAS administrator as can the amount
of time PSM should search for this inactivity window. If quiescence is not
achieved within allotted parameters, PTI creation will be forced anyway.

Scheduling
and editing
schedules for
creation of
PSM’s PTIs
is managed
through PSM
and the SA
Kit.

The quiescent period
provides sufficient time
for completion of writes
and for the various
software buffers to flush,
the premise being that, by
the end of the quiescent
period, a Volume will be
produced which is in a
stable state –– “ stable”
meaning that the Volume
is at rest and in a
functional condition ready
for users to access. If the
Volume is captured in a
stable state, then that
volume, or files and folder contained in the volume, will be returnable in a stable
state or “useable condition” to users.
CDP has been using this process for years in CDP Backup software and in an
OEM offering called OTM (Open Transaction Manager). OTM is the industry’s
leading open file agent and is used by a number of software developers, including
Veritas in Backup Exec.
Following the quiescent period, PSM creates the Persistent TrueImage. The PTI
is a virtual point-in-time representation of the volume. From the user
perspective, the PTI provides a directory structure that exactly replicates the NAS
at the PTI’s creation. Metaphorically, the PTI contains the data that was
overwritten on the live volume from the time of the previous PTI creation to the
creation of the current PTI.
In reality, at the time of PTI creation, PSM sets up junction points to the Diff
Data maintained in the PSM area. The actual creation of the PTI requires
minimal resources and very little time (see Appendix II - Performance).

Ongoing operations
PSM operates below the file system as a storage filter class driver intercepting all
writes to the NAS volume. Even though PSM presents File and Folder
information to users, PSM operates at the device block level with a 64-KB
granularity. In other words, PSM takes each data block on the PSM-protected
Volume and divides it into 64-KB “Granules”, which is more efficient than
dealing with the complete block.
Writing to PSM NAS Volume
When a write request occurs, PSM intercepts and pauses the write, reads the data
that is to be overwritten, and saves the data in a Diff Directory within the PSMspecific cache file. After the original data is written to the Diff Directory, the
new data is written on the active Volume. This process is referred to as “copyon-write”.

PSM will continue with this “copy-on-write” operation, copying the overwritten
data into Diff Directory.
PSM is aware of Free Space (hard-drive blocks that have not previously been
written to) and will not transfer free space to the Diff Directory. PSM operates at
the block level of the device. When a change happens to any portion of a
granule, the entire granule will be stored in the Diff Directory. Multiple changes
to a granule between snapshots will not be recorded. PSM keeps the data
required to recreate the snapshots, not all of the activities between snapshots.
Reading PTIs
Users who have been granted access by the NAS Administrator see PTIs as a
mounted drive in a unique (“virtual”) subdirectory.
PTI is a point-in-time representation of the NAS volume at the time it was
created. During the copy-on-write operation, the data to be overwritten is
preserved in PSM’s Diff Directory. When reading a PTI, PSM will determine if
the data has changed, meaning it is located in the Diff Directory, or if it is on the
live volume. For data that has changed, PSM inserts the original data, held in the
Diff Directory and, where no changes have occurred, PSM reads directly from
the live volume.

Read requests from the live NAS Volume data pass through unmodified.
Processes, such as backup or restoration having data access through a persistent
image, have a lower process priority than the normal read and write operations.
Therefore, should a tape backup program be run at the same time the NAS is
experiencing heavy client utilization, the tape-backup access to the PSM image is
limited while the normal production performance is favored. This helps to
minimize normal user impact.
While creating the PSM images happens very quickly, it might take a few
minutes before that image is available and visible to the users. In particular, the
very first image will generally take much longer to be made available than
subsequent images. PSM causes minimal overall performance impact. The NAS
Administrator has the ability to change the names of the directories.
Optional Features
Beyond the functionality covered in this document, additional optional functions
are available to OEMs developing products with PSM. These optional features
include:
Disaster Recovery (Standard with IBM implementation of PSM)
Clustering
Mirroring.
Contact CDP for more information on these features.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Number of Persistent TrueImages
Maximum volumes per machine
Multiple volumes in single PTI
Read-write Persistent TrueImages
Read-only Persistent TrueImages
“Always Keep” PTI
Copy-on-write
Restoring of volume from PTI
Reboot required upon revert
Maintain PTI after Revert
Reversible reverting
Disaster recovery
Volume real- time duplication
Granule Size
Specific Backup API
Named Persistent TrueImages
Scheduling based on hourly/nightly/weekly
Scheduling based on user specs
Time to create a PTI
Maintains consistency across files
Waits for quiescent period
Volume Copy (from PTI)
HTTP interface
Command line interface
COM Object interface
API to manage PTIs
DLL interface
PSM / PSM Cache on active data Vol
Software RAID Support

PERSISTENT STORAGE MANAGER
Version 2
250 per Volume
255
63
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
For system volumes only
Yes
Yes
Yes1
No (Version 32)
64KB
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Default 5 seconds
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
Operating System
Processor Speed
Processor Support
Multiple Processor Support
Minimum NAS RAM
Recommended NAS RAM
Maximum NAS Volume

Windows 2000
400MHz and above
Identical to Windows 2000
Yes
128K
256K or above
256 Terabytes

1
2

Option not included in the Microsoft version of PSM.
Not available in the current version. Will be available in Version 3 as an additional cost option.
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PERFORMANCE
PSM Write Performance Impact: PSM creates minimal additional I/O
overhead which is limited to writes. The copy-on-write process adds one read
(the write is paused to read the old data) and one write (the old data is written to
the Diff Directory file) to each write system request.
PSM Read Performance Impact: Minimally, reads are minimally affected since
typically 90% of all I/O activities are reads directly from the disk with no
interaction with PSM. Performance testing by Microsoft exhibited an average
impact of 2% on NAS performance.
Detailed performance metrics are projected to be available Q1-2001.
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ABOUT COLUMBIA DATA PRODUCTS
CDP, the leader in TrueImage storage solutions, has been enabling OEM
customers with high availability solutions since 1988. From the first-ever SCSI
device driver suite bundled with the Western Digital WD7000 SCSI controller to
its new PSM offering, CDP prides itself on offering robust yet simple-to-use
storage solutions.
PSM is based on CDP's market-leading Open Transaction Manger (OTM)
technology. OTM currently is the open-file-management option for products
such as VERITAS’ NetBackup, NetBackup Professional, and BackupExec.
OTM's image-based approach to open file protection affords users the highest
level of data integrity while eliminating the backup window completely. PSM
uses the OTM concept but takes it to the next level of data protection by adding
powerful data protection features that integrate tightly with Microsoft's Windows
2000 Server Appliance Kit.
For more information contact:
Columbia Data Products, Inc.
Steve Guerra
V.P. Business Development
407-682-0265
sguerra@cdp.com,
www.cdp.com
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